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About This Game

The skies are yours as you master agile dragons in twisting, turning aerial speed trials. Learn precision control as you tackle pin-
point landings and the death-defying obstacle run. When you think you are ready, command the full fury of your dragon’s fire in

the combat courses. Burn your rivals, claw your way to the top, and soar on DragonWingsVR!

Take the reins and fly in VR with your motion controllers, or use a gamepad. It's your choice!

While DragonWingsVR is designed for VR, the game will run without VR equipment.
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Title: DragonWingsVR
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Wyrmbyte
Publisher:
Wyrmbyte
Release Date: 11 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows™ 7 SP1, Windows™ 8.1 or later or Windows™ 10

Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590 or AMD FX™ 8350, equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce™ GTX 970 or AMD Radeon™ R9 290, equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: recommended

English
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WANNA PLAY AS ARTYOM FROM THE METRO 2033 and LAST LIGHT?
WANNA USED THE BEST WEAPON FOR STEALTH IN THE METRO GAMES? (VSV) (VSK-94)
WANNA PLAY AS RUSSIAN?
WANNA REGENERAT YOUR HEALTH CRAZY LIKE THE MUTANTS?
WANNA PLAY HOCKEY?
2033\/10 to buy this amazing dlc.

Update:
Shame that this funny comment will never be seen again......
HAVE FUN WITH THE FREE UPDATE!!!!!!. It's decent on being a party battle game, still, I expected a lot more. Controls
are very nice.. I will call Jesus and tell him I'm sorry for playing this game.. level one begin.... game over.
level one begin.... game over.
level one begin.... game over.
its awesome game, try this at home. :D. in love with this game. awesome artwork and story! the art and characters are potrayed
in detailed and beautiful drawing. Flowers background music are soothing... it always reminds me of spring, gentle wind and
tthe warm sunlight. For characters... I think I'm in love with Mayuri-san and Suoh too. The yuri is pure, so I'd recommend it to
those people who are new to yuri or shoujo ai. 9/10. Es simple disparar lo que se mueva mientras pasas niveles casi iguales, el
online no funciona
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A nice game but too much trial and error in the levels.. Eeehh, definitely not a bad game. In fact, this is a pretty well made and
good thought out point and click adventure. There's a good mix of sci-fi, tension and detective work to be had and it had me
hooked from start to end.

However... And that may be a bit nitpicky from me, but I have to give it a couple of cons. At the first case that the player is
tasked with, there's very little of a tutorial to speak of. There are three augments that you have to use, which in itself is quite
innovative. But it's not explained.
The game isn't always clear on what you're supposed to do. It gives you a 'maybe I should do this' dialogue that's gone whenever
you progress the game. The 'tutorials' are clear on what something does, but it took me a while to figure out how the DNA
scanning worked.

The game uses some sort of 'path system'. Where your emotions judge your character. These will give you new augments to play
around with and again, this is a rather neat idea.

But the augments become... Let's say that they aren't used very often. Only at a certain point where the game wants you to go
down a certain path. So you end up having a neat system that's... Only used three, maybe four times.

The game isn't that long either, I finished it in 5-6 hours (says 7, but I think I've been looking up a walkthrough, because the
game simply didn't always explains what it wanted the player to do. And maybe that's the biggest gripe I've got with the game,
that it's (way) too short. Maybe if there were 3-4 extra days, it'd be different.

Now, despite those cons lifted above, the game in itself is really good. It's not Kathy Rain quality, but it's definitely up there.
The voice acting is good and believable. The animations are a little lackluster, but since the game itself is frekkin' gorgeous, I
can overlook that. The music is pretty decent as well.
The story is very interesting. But like I wrote, a bit on the short side. I really wished there were a couple of extra days so that
some of the backstory could be explained.

Definitely pick this one up if you're a fan of point and clicks with interesting mechanics!. This is a fun challenge for anyone
with a fear of coackroaches. Oh coarse you might not think so the first time you try it.
I screamed a LOT!!! LOL After watching family members have a go at it I decided to give it another shot. Well I got through it
but not without a bit of swearing. In the end I felt good at having survived the 2 min challenge. It was fun watching everyone do
the same. This is a great little party game to get everyone laughing. At a $2 price tag you just can't go wrong.. Now, I love Age
of Civilisations II. It's an extremely cheap game that has similarities from the Paradox games and RISK elements. Personally
I've found Paradox games to complex and RISK too simple, so this game is a good halfway point between the two. It contains
scenarios from many important years in history, like WW2, Napoleonic Wars, 1444 and Modern Day. You can also create
custom scenarios and countries, but we'll get back to that later. It was also created by one person which is extremely impressive.

However, my problem with AOCII lies with the creator's absence. Perhaps he is facing some hard times in real life, but for
some reason the developer completely abandoned the game after January, infact, he promised that a Steam Workshop page
would be implemented in January for custom maps and scenarios. But, we haven't heard about any kind of workshop page since.
A few patches were released, which fixed a couple bugs, but even then people are still facing bugs.
There are a few mods for AOCII, and if the developer continues to be absent, then perhaps modders will hold up the game.
The community had been hyping the game way too much during its 2 year development that everyone thought it would blast
Paradox out the window, but it is nothing more than a fun, moderately simple war strategy game.

If you aren't too concerned with lack of updates, and are interested in war strategy games, this may be for you.. sure it could
certainly use more, but what it does do is use the basic tools of this type of genre, and adds the flick of a wrist,mouse. and
although targeting could be smoother, it does the job fine on my settings, for the price is totally worth it.. This game was some
high quality experience. Probably the best of all telltale games.

+Incredibly good written dialogs and scenario.
+Some parts of the story are so damn fun that i usually ended up crying of laughter.
+How it continues after Borderlands 2 is enough to be called a pro.
+The main characters are so well done.
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simply beautiful.. WHO WOULD WANT TO PLAY THIS GAME IT SUCKS!!!. Hello friends,
Welcome to my review on worms crazy golf!
i have now played 15 minutes of the game and let met tell you folks this game is a life changer. One day i came home from
school and i cried. Anyways, i played this game once after purchasing it on sale i think. So... its aight. kinda cool. i like real
worms better. i once red a book called how to eat fried worms. there was also a movie i think. So let me tell ya one time in my
15 minutes of gameplay i made a hole in 2 and god did it make my bits rumble. Ive never felt more adrenaline then when i need
an essential chip in to par a hole. I think ill go skydiving one day. I should write reviews on yelp.This game is so realistic that i
think im actually at a golf course with crabs and stuff that push my ball away. i dont really crabs. sometimes i buy games and
dont play them so the 15 minutes that i played on this game was life changing. and let me tell ya to make a long story short. this
game reminds me of my english teacher who made me write an essay and i cried doing it. I like steam. i like the sales too they
are cool and stuff.plz subscribe. First loading up it seems challenging; bit of a surprising nostalgia kick, should be fun.

Will never know about the game because that's just the SecuROM serial activation screen. It doesn't work. Can't play the game.
Refund requested from Steam because good luck trying Capcom.
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